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BY JUDITH BRESLER

SINCE ITS
ENACTMENT
50 VEARS AGO,
CULTURAL
INSTITUTIONS
HAVE RELIED ON
THE STATE OF
NEW VORK'S

EON
JI#ELE

EXEMPTION FROM

19ff

SEIZURE LAW
TO EXHIBIT
DEAD CrTY 1II (1911)

he art world breathed a sigh of provisional relief

BY EGON SCHIELE.

on May 13. New York State Supreme Court

COURTESY OF THE
LEOPOLD COLLECTION,
VIENNA.

Justice Laura Drager had quashed a grand jury
subpoena that would have detained indefinitely

OUTSTANDING
ARTWORKS FOR
THE BENEFIT NOT

in New York two paintings by the 20th-century
Austrian expressionist I;,gon Schiele.
The paintings, Portrait of Wally and Dead City
Ill, are in a collection of Schiele artwork that was on
loan to the Museum of Modern Art from the owner,
the Leopold Foundation of Vienna, Austria. The
foundation, financed by the Austrian government,
had purchased the Schiele collection in 1994 from
Dr. Rudolf Leopold, a well-known art collector. The
Schiele artwork-approximately 150 paintings in
all-was exhibited at

MOMA

from October 1997

through January 4 of this year as part of the collec-

United States for Spain (next on the tour itinerary),
MOMA

received letters alleging, respectively, that the

two paintings were misappropriated from their

NEW VORKERS,

BUT ALL WHO

4 In Brief

Museum had no reason to doubt that the Leopold
Foundation was the rightful owner of the paintings:
by the world tour, no one had previously brought a
formal claim in any country asserting ownership to
any of the paintings.
MOMA

explained to the claimants that it was not

in a position to determine questions of ownership

VISIT OUR
MUSEUMS.

■
THE ARREST OF
TWO PAINTINGS

but rather was contractually obligated to return the
collection in its entirety to the Leopold Foundation

the lender. The foundation itself was eager to
resolve any questions ofownership: It was willing to
leave the resolution of such issues to an international
tribunal to be staffed by appointees named by the
World Jewish Congress's Commission on Art
Recovery. Then-in January-the New York County

BY EGON SCHIELE

District Attorney interceded. In essence, he trans-

MAY CHANGE

matter by subpoenaing MOMA to produce the two

rightful owners during the Nazi annexation of
Austria (1938-45) and that the claimants were the

At the time the Schieles were lent to MOMA, the

After all, despite the amount of publicity generated

ONLY OF

tion's highly publicized three-year worldwide tour.
Mere days before the Schieles were to leave the

heirs of their rightful owners.

formed a complex civil title dispute into a criminal
Schieles for a grand jury investigation.

ALL THAT.

(CONTINUES ON PAGE

6)
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onLoan
have relied on New York's Exemp-

eel is of"cultural significance," and

mier law enforcement officer,

question.

investigate whether the Schicles

tion from Seizure Law to attract and

the USIA, in conjunction with the

observed that to puncture the immu-

spective this past summer (which ran

were, in fact, misappropriated some

exhibit outstanding artworks for the

State Department, determines that

nity sought by the bill with "a single

through October 20) on the 20th

50 years ago and, if so, whether the

benefit not only of New Yorkers, but

the artwork's temporary exhibition

major loophole" would be "self-

century French Impressionist Pierre

crime of criminal possession of

all who visit our splendid museums.

is "in the national interest," then a

defeating."

stolen property occurred in New

Our museums' customary reliance

notice to that effect must be pub-

York State.

on the Exemption from Seizure

lished in the Federal Register. Only

Supreme Court recognized, the

ings in the retrospective. Instead,

Law-rather than on an existing

then will immunity under the federal

Legislature realized that the benefits

there were 80. The owner, living in

The district attorney sought to

MOMA

sought to quash

the subpoena in that it violated New

An Updated Resource
for Lawyers
The new edition of Art Law:

The Guide for Collectors,
Investors, Dealers, and Artists
(2nd edition, Practising Law
Institute) provides attorneys with
timely information on virtually
every aspect of how art and the art
world may interact in business
and legal matters. Since its initial
publication in 1984, Art Law has
been expanded by co-authors
Judith Bresler and Ralph E.
Lerner to two volumes. Buying,
selling, inheriting, collecting,
creating-these are just some of
the broad areas covered in this
comprehensive reference set.

Clearly, as the New York State

MOMA

exhibited a retro-

Bonnarcl. The Museum originally
expected to display some 84 paint-

York's Exemption from Seizure

federal immunity statute-is logical:

Immunity from Seizure Act obtain.

to be derived from the ready

Lichtenstein, of one of the with-

Law (section 12.03 of the New York

Our state law confers immunity

That Act will grant immunity, as

exchange of great art for the viewing

drawn paintings wrote a letter this

Art and Cultural Affairs Law), a

automatically. No papers need be

provided in pertinent part, to:

public overrode the needs of a hand-

past February to MOMA explicitly

state statute that exempts from

filed with various government agen-

ful of individuals to recover their pos-

withdrawing his Bonnard from the

seizure any artwork loaned to a cul-

cies in order for the immunity to

sibly stolen artwork while on tempo-

upcoming retrospective because, in

tural institution in New York by a

obtain. Moreover, the Exemption

rary exhibition in New York.

his words, "the arrest of the two

nonresident exhibitor. The statute

from Seizure Law grants immunity

provides in pertinent part:

from seizure to the artwork of out-

No process ofattachment, execution, sequestration, replevin, distress
or any kind ofseizure shall be
served or levied upon any work of
fine art while the same is en route to
orfrom, or while on exhibition or
deposited by a nonresident exhibitor
or at any exhibition held under the
auspices or supervision ofany
museum, college, university or
other nonprofit art gallery, institution or organization within any city
or country ofthis state.
In a show of good legal sense,

of-state lenders as well as of foreign
lenders. In contrast, the federal
Immunity from Seizure Act (22
u.s. w.c. section 2459), enacted three
years before the state statute, applies
to the artwork (and cultural objects)

any work ofart...ofcultural significance...imported in the United
Statesfrom any foreign country [for
temporary exhibition at any cultural exhibition without profit] if
before the importation ofsuch
object the President or his designee
has determined that such object...
is ofcultural significance and that
the temporary exhibition...within
the United States is in the national
interest, and a notice to that effect
has been published in the Federal
Register,

New York's Exemption from

Significantly-and properly

Schiele paintings" at the Museums

so-New York's immunity statute

made him "anxious and unsure."

does not thwart a grand jury investi-

Perhaps as a result of the Schiele

gation. The District Attorney may

dispute, which has highlighted the

continue his investigation into the

cumbersome consulting and filing

Schicles' provenance by making use

requirements of the federal Immunity

of transparencies of the artwork: The

from Seizure Act, other states might

originals are not needed. Nor will the

be driven to enact their own immu-

solely of foreign lenders. Further, in

Seizure Law, unique among all the

Schielcs disappear into a black hole

nity legislation. Or perhaps Congress

order for the immunity to be

states, has never before been chal-

when they rejoin the Leopold collec-

might be impelled to streamline the

secured, the us museum that is the

lenged--and with good reason: Its

tion, which will be housed in a new

consulting and filing procedures cur-

prospective recipient of the artwork

language, conferring automatic

museum to be constructed in Vienna.

must file a form prior to the art-

immunity to "any kind of seizure"

rently mandated by the federal

The District Attorney also

statute in order to make immunity

the New York State Supreme Court

work's importation into the United

is clear, unambiguous, and all-

argued-unsuccessfully-that New

under the federal law more easily

quashed the subpoena.

States with the United States In for-

encompassing. The District

York's statute is preempted by federal

obtainable.

mation Agency. If the USIA deter-

Attorney sought to argue that the

law as to those works of art on loan

In any event, the two Schiele

mines that the artwork to be import-

immunity statute applies solely to

from foreign countries. The court

paintings are currently languishing

civil matters-but the argument

properly concluded that federal law

in storage at MOMA, pending the

necessarily faltered in the face of

docs not preempt the field; the court

result of District Attorney Morgen-

the law's plain language.

noted that the federal statute signifi-

thau's appeal. Perhaps the district

Since its enactment 30 years ago,
New York's cultural institutions

jun unuill®

Moreover, the District Attorney's

cantly did not indicate that states

attorney will eventually realize that

argument runs counter to the

could not immunize foreign artworks

every clay beyond May 13 that the

statute's legislative history. The bill

from service of process and found no

Schielcs are detained in New York is

was approved by Governor Nelson

facial inconsistency between the fed-

not only an affront to the spirit and

Rockefeller and sponsored by

cral and state statutes.

Attorney General Louis Lefkowitz,

PoTRAIT OF WALLY
(1912) BY EGON
SCHIELE. COURTESY
OF THE LEOPOLD
COLLECTION,
VIENNA.

The District Attorney filed an

both of whom sought the free flow of

appeal with the Appellate Division,

art into New York to enable the state

First Department in July and a deci-

to hold exhibitions of major interest

sion is expected this fall.

without fear of judicial seizure. In a

New York is already experienc-

Supplemental Memo for the

ing fallout from having an immunity

Governor, Lefkowitz, the state's pre-

statute whose protective scope is in

purpose of New York's immunity
statute, but a deterrent to prospective
lenders of great art.
JUDITH BRESLER 74, adjunct professor
and newly-appointed member of the Board of
Trustees at New York Law School and lecturer
at law at the University of Pennsylvania's Law
School, is co-author of the recently published
book, Art Law: The Guide for Collectors,
Investors, Dealers, and Artists,

